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Editor’s Page 

WRONG DIAGONSIS which caused me to take wrong 
medication. Few weeks ago there were two invalids at the 
Richardson’s residence: one who is recovering from his broken 
rib and became the carer for the other who has lost her mobility 
and had to hobble on two crutches for a few weeks. 

My recent weird experience: had two weeks of aching pains in 
my left leg that I pinged off as rheumatism that I used to have 
and so did nothing about it. But when I started to limp badly 
where I couldn’t even put my left foot down I had to use the 
crutches which thankfully we happened to have a set. When 
Patricia then took me to outpatient clinic in Kingaroy hospital the 
doctor told me that I had gout; he sent me for a blood test (to 
ensure that I do not have rheumatoid arthritis as I had rheumatic 
fever as a teenager) and he also gave me medication for gout. 

I was on the gout medication for two days before I saw my family 
doctor for the result of my blood test. To my very surprise Dr 
Morgan confirmed that it was not gout but a severe pinched 
nerve which inflamed my whole left leg that I lost my mobility to 
even stand. Dr. Morgan gave me inflammatory tablets and 
panedeine forte and told me to return to see him in a few days.  

But the next day I had to ring Dr Morgan due to a very bad 
reaction to the medication: light headed; dizzy spells and 
drowsiness. I had slept almost the whole day the first day but I 
ended up having hallucination that evening: seeing people and a 
dog that were not there and hearing voices?!.That’s really scary 
and so out went the panadeiene forte and in came panadol 
esteo instead (Charles’s prescription for his broken rib). Phew!  

What an experience, but I am glad to say that a week later I am 
on the road to recovery, and now I am free of those crutches! 

Seriously though, I AM so pleased that it was not gout even 
though I took that medication for two days. Many natural 
therapists believe that Gout is major sign for suppressed anger 
or resentment lying in the subtle bodies before finally expressing 
it out on the physical as gout. No gout and or cancer mean no 
harbouring of anger and or deep seated resentment in the Alaya 
consciousness?!. That is a good feeling indeed, and it does help 
to see the half full glass than the half empty glass in life. LOL 

Also, if this karmic experience is to ensure that I do have ‘time 
out’ to rest, KARMA is doing a very good job at it since the 
following day after my hallucination, the modem in my computer 
“died” and I was without a computer for 11 days. Indeed it was a 
complete rest since I was so crippled I could not drive. To top it 
all, the sale of our house is on standstill; and though buyer is still 
keen, he is having difficulties getting his finance. But maybe all 
these are coming together as one big lesson to teach us to be 
flexible to bend like a reed and to cultivate equanimity?!  

Anyway, everything is meant to be and I spent the past few 
weeks catching up with my reading on Buddhist materials. I read 
the book ‘Sutra of the Past Vows of Earth Store Bodhisattva’ that 
I read few years ago but this time it made such an impact on me 
that it must be the right timing. Yes, I think I’m starting to use the 
‘right voice’ now. And thank you, Pusas for the patience with me.                   
Namo Ti Tsang Wang Pusa. Namo Amituofo.  

Love & light, jusme                 
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                    Buddhist Teachings 

 
From Venerable Master Chin Kung: 

Only when we have applied the first four of the five 
guidelines (the Three Conditions; the Six Principles of 
Harmony, the Three Learnings and the Six Paramitas) will 
we truly be a student of the Buddha and be close to 
Bodhisattvas.  

Based on the foundation of the six Paramitas, we can 
progress to the next level of our practice, which is comprised 
of the Ten Great Vows of Universal Worthy Bodhisattvas. 
These vows were taught to us by the Buddha in the Flower 
Adornment Sutra. This is the last stage of our cultivation 
leading to Buddhahood. We cannot practice the Six 
Paramitas and advance to the Ten Great Vows until we have 
fulfilled the first four guidelines. 

The main characteristic of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva is 
an immeasurably broad and compassionate heart. Every one 
of his vows is complete and perfect. 

The First Vow: To Pay Respect to all Buddhas. 

Who are Buddhas? We read the Flower Adornment Sutra: 
“Sentient or insentient, all attain wisdom”. So, all beings that 
have self-awareness and all things such as plants and 
minerals are Buddhas-to-Be. With respect for all beings and 
things, not just the present Buddhas, we will foster the heart 
of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva. 

Buddhist practitioners are respectful to the Buddha, but this 
respect may not be completely sincere. Why not? If we are 
listening to a lecture, but suddenly think of an important 
appointment or have a call on our telephone or pager, what 
will we do? We will leave the hall immediately; go to attend 

to business or the telephone call! So, our respect and belief 
are not genuine. If we were truly sincere and respectful, we 
would regard attendance at the lecture as our prime concern. 

The profound respect of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva is 
perfectly genuine, regardless of whether it is for Buddhas, 
sentient beings or insentient objects. Why? He understands 
that they all have a Buddha nature. Therefore, offending a 
sentient being is offending a Buddha. Thus, we too should 
respect all beings. 

The Second Vow: To Praise the “Thus Come One” 

The second vow is to “Praise the ‘Thus Come One’”. Since 
the first vow is “To respect all Buddhas” why don’t we 
rephrase them as one, “Praise and respect all Buddhas”?  

There is a profound meaning within these two vows. 
“Respect all Buddhas” applies to behaviour. When 
considering the form, we are to show respect for everybody, 
regardless of whether they are good or bad. Also, we are to 
respect all laws whether they are accepted or heretical. 
“Praise the ‘Thus Come One’” applies to nature. So, there is 
a difference. We admire the good but not the bad, although 
we respect the latter as well. And therein lies the difference. 

Only good characteristics and accepted laws deserve praise. 
But we still respect all beings and things because respect 
reflects purity of mind and the virtue of respecting others 
equally. We respect heretical beliefs while we praise 
accepted ones such as Christianity, which helps raise people 
to the heaven realms. So, we praise Christianity. However, 
we never praise cults for they encourage people to commit 
wrongdoings. 

We can see that there is a big difference between the first 
and second vows although both come from a pure and 
perfect intention. 
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The Third Vow: To Make Offerings Extensively 

The primary characteristic of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva is 
an immeasurably broad and compassionate mind, which in 
Mahayana Buddhism is considered as the perfect function of 
the self-nature. Ordinary Bodhisattvas have seen to their 
self-nature, but it is partial, not perfect. Only the virtuous 
character of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva is perfect. All his 
vows are directed to all beings in the universe. Herein lies 
the difference between Universal Worthy Bodhisattva and 
ordinary Bodhisattvas who practice just the Six Paramitas. 

An offering to one Buddha is an offering to all Buddhas. His 
offerings are not only made to Buddhas but also to sentient 
and non-sentient beings. Therefore, one is all, and all is one. 
With this great broad-mindedness, we can attain the non-
discriminating and boundless perfection. 

Universal Worthy Bodhisattva told us that of all the many 
kinds of offerings that of the teachings is supreme. However, 
only the Buddha’s teachings can help sentient beings break 
through confusion and delusion, to uncover the perfect self-
nature, to become enlightened. No other kind of offering can 
do this. As Buddhism is an education, we are to honour the 
teacher and revere his or her teachings. Only in this way, 
can we attain perfect, complete enlightenment. 

The Buddha is indeed capable of helping a person who has 
committed serious offenses to become a Buddha. The 
question lies in whether or not the person believes and 
accepts. If not, then the fault lies with the individual, not the 
Buddha. So, after reading the Infinite Life Sutra we know that 
anyone who sincerely practices the recitation method 
(Buddha Name Recitation) will surely succeed. 

The name of Budhda Amitabha contains infinite meanings. It 
is the name of the universe, so it includes everything. If we 

want to know the meaning of the name, we can read the 
Infinite Life Sutra, the explanation of the name.  

By using this method to understand the sutras, we will know 
that the merit and virtue of the name of Buddha Amitabha are 
truly extraordinary. 

This name alone contains all of Buddhism as well as all laws 
throughout the universe. Therefore, to chant this name is to 
chant all sutras. 

The methods used by Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are infinite 
in numbers. They are the display of great compassion and 
lead to birth into the Pure Land. For example, Universal 
Worthy Bodhisattva is the founder of Tibetan Buddhism. 
Also, Zheun Ti Bodhisattva, one of the great patriarchs of 
Tibetan Buddhism, is a manifestation of Guan Yin 
Bodhisattva. Both Universal Worthy Bodhisattva and Guan 
Yin Bodhisattva urge us to seek rebirth into the Western 
Pure Land. 

We ordinary people discriminate between Chinese and 
Tibetan Buddhism, but Buddhas and Bodhisattvas with their 
perfect freedom and non-discriminatory minds do not 
discriminate among the different schools. All eighty-four 
thousand methods lead to the same goal. With this 
understanding, we will naturally respect all methods and 
schools. 

The Fourth Vow: To Regret Karmic Obstacle 

Everyone has karmic obstacles. Every thought in a person’s 
mind causes a karmic act, which in turn will certainly results 
in an obstacle. What is obstructed? Our true nature, within 
which there is infinite wisdom and virtue. There are two types 
of obstacles: those caused by afflictions and those cause by 
knowledge-attachment. We create them constantly.  
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The Buddha told us in the Flower Adornment Sutra, “All 
beings have the Buddha’s wisdom and virtue but cannot 
attain them due to their wandering thoughts and 
attachments”.  

Like a doctor, the Buddha pointed out the root cause of our 
illness. Attachments are the root cause of afflictions and 
wandering thoughts are the root cause of knowledge-
attachment. For all methods, learning and cultivation is 
simply a matter of doing away with our wandering thoughts 
and attachments. Once we do this, we will uncover our 
Buddha nature. All the methods in Buddhas teach us to 
regret our karmic obstacles. Thus, to regret karmic obstacles 
is the key to our cultivation. 

The Fifth Vow: To be Joyful over Others Meritorious Deeds 

This requires us to go against what seems so natural to us, 
jealousy. It is natural for humans to have this emotion. For 
example, small children appear unhappy when others receive 
more candy than they do. This is jealousy and it is a major 
obstacle to our self-cultivation. Universal Worthy Bodhisattva 
largely attributed this vow to jealousy. He taught us not to 
feel envy but rather to regard others meritorious deeds as 
our own and to further assist them in their endeavours. 

This vow tells us to not only feel joyful over others 
meritorious deeds but to help them accomplish even more. If 
we are unable to offer assistance then we can at least 
express our joy and admiration. However, if we are able to 
offer assistance then it will be a true fulfilment of this vow.  

Remember that helping others is helping ourselves. We 
would do well to love and tolerate those who exceed us for in 
this way we will accomplish the virtue of this vow. Therefore, 
those who have vowed to help others will need to have a 
purer heart, greater wisdom and higher virtue to cope… 
Jealousy and hatred are extremely harmful to our self-nature 

and hence should be extinguished. So the virtue of being 
joyful over others’ meritorious deeds will be even more 
important. 

The Sixth Vow: To Appeal to the Buddha to Turn the 
Dharma Wheel. 

Since we benefit from the education we receive form the 
Buddha, what can we do to replay his kindness? 

The Buddha’s wish is for all sentient beings to hear the truth, 
practice accordingly and receive the benefits to attain 
Buddhahood. The only way we can replay him is to take his 
heart as our own. Only in this way can we repay our 
respected teacher. Therefore, we can request the turning of 
the Dharma-wheel; in other words, we invite knowledgeable 
masters to teach us about the sutras. Why? Because it 
brings the teachings to the world. 

But if no one invites Dharma masters to lecture, they will not 
have the opportunity to do so. So, people who invite them to 
give Dharma talks will obtain great merits. 

People like to listen to talks by senior, famous masters. 
Younger, unknown masters are normally inexperienced so 
few people attend their talks. What should we do to help 
these less experience masters? The younger and more 
experienced they are the more we need to attend their talks. 
This will encourage them to continue to practice and to 
improve…… 

We need to foster novice monks and nuns by placing them in 
hardships. If we cannot bear to see them experiencing 
hardship, we are harming them. 

The Buddha taught us to regard hardship as our teacher. 
Only by living most simply and frugally can we acquire a true 
Dharma heart and be firmly determined to transcend this 
world. So, hardships are good for us.  
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If we are not willing to undergo hardship ourselves then we 
can at least respect those who are and not try to extricate 
them from their difficulties. Only when we sincerely help 
inexperienced monks and nuns to improve will we have good 
masters promoting Buddhism. 

The Seventh Vow: To Request the Buddha to Reside in this 
World 

The main purpose of the sixth vow is to introduce Buddhism 
to all people. If we hope to have accomplishment in our 
cultivation, the vow to request the turning of the Dharma 
wheel is not enough. Have you seen anyone attain 
enlightenment simply by listening to a talk on the sutra only 
once or twice in his or her lifetime?.... 

However, with our limited abilities we cannot do this, so we 
need to request the Buddha to reside in this world. In other 
words, we need a teacher who is with us every day so that 
we can be under their constant guidance and thus be able to 
reach enlightenment. 

If we want to reach any achievement, we need to request the 
Buddha to remain in this world. The Buddha himself is no 
longer here but his followers are, be they monks and nuns or 
laypeople. Those who are knowledgeable and virtuous can 
be invited to reside in our town or city to give teachings. In 
this way, we will be constantly under their guidance. It is 
easy to provide for masters of virtue and character because 
they lead simple lives. 

From the above, we can see that among the Ten Great Vows 
of Universal Worthy Bodhisattva, the first seven are for a 
Bodhisattva’s vows and conduct, and the last three are the 
ways to dedicate all merits. 

The Eighth Vow: To constantly be a Diligent Follower of the 
Buddha’s Teachings 

Although the Buddha no longer resides in this world, we still 
have his sutras to follow and study. Following the sutras is 
the highest standard in our learning and practicing 
Buddhism. 

The Ninth Vow: To Accord with all Sentient Beings 

We need to accord with the wishes of all sentient beings in 
the universe. This is extremely difficult to do and is why the 
Chinese say that filial piety and according with others go 
together. Learning Buddhism is to honour filial piety and to 
accord with the being’s wishes. 

While according, we need to look for the right opportunities 
to try to encourage people to stop committing wrongdoings. 
This will help them to break through delusion and attain 
enlightenment. 

However, to do this perfectly, we need to recognize the right 
way and time and for this, we need wisdom, expediency and 
flexibility. 

The Tenth Vow: To Dedicate all Merits 

This means dedicating all of our good deeds and merits to all 
the sentient beings in the universe. It means broadening our 
hearts so that the entire universe becomes one entity. Only 
when we have reached this state can we be said to have 
attained the Great Perfection. 

 

If we follow the Five Guidelines, single-mindedly chant the 
name of Buddha Amitabha and seek birth into the Pure Land, 
we will definitely succeed. 

Excepts of the Five Guidelines taken from Buddhism: 

‘The Awakening of Compassion and Wisdom’ 
Based on the work of Venerable Master Chin Kung 
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Sayings of Venerable Wuling 
 
One who receives kindness should never forget it 
but, 
one who performs it should never remember it. 
 
Genuine happiness lies not in getting what we want, but rather in 
not wanting. 
 
When someone scolds me, I become upset. Why is it that I am 
not upset when this person scolds another? 
 
It is not our friends but our opponents who will give us the 
opportunity to grow. 
 
When working on forgiveness, we need to remember that we 
don't just forgive others; we also need to forgive ourselves. We 
were--and are--just as ignorant as others. We need to recognize 
that we did bad things so we don't repeat them, not to beat 
ourselves up over having done them! 
 
Each of us needs to let go. Not just of the things we like, not just 
the good stuff. We also need to let go of our guilt and self-anger 
for what we did in the past. 
 
The past is done and over with. The future is yet to be created. 
The present is where we do the creating. 
 
The true friend is one who understands, forgives, and forgets 
our thoughtless words and acts, offering us the kindness of 
another chance. 
 
A wise heart judges not, craves not, fears not. It understands 
and is no longer imprisoned by emotions. 

 
Let go of expectations.  
Having done so whenever something good happens,  
we will be content.  
If things do not work out,  
we will not be disappointed.  
Either way, we will remain calm and balanced. 
 
Thoughts give rise to speech;  
speech generates deed;  
deeds become habit;  
habits form character.  
Realizing this, one will strive to ensure that all thoughts  
spring from sincerity and love, 
spring forth with compassion, 
forgiveness, 
patience. 
 
Before we can help, we need to understand.  
Before we can understand, we need to listen.  
Before we can listen, we need to be quiet. 
 
Equanimity is viewing those we love and those we hate, and 
wanting both to be happy. 
 
The mind of compassion knows no bitterness, 
no judgment, 
no good, no bad, 
no right, no wrong, 
no you, no me.  
Only the wish for all beings to be happy. 
 
Gentleness is the companion of joy, 
tenderness of compassion, 
serenity of wisdom. 
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Let it Flow Into Your Heart  

  

When you listen to the Dhamma you must open up your heart 
and compose yourself in the center. Don't try to accumulate 
what you hear or make a painstaking effort to retain what you 
hear through memory. Just let the Dhamma flow into your heart 
as it reveals itself, and keep yourself continuously open to its 
flow in the present moment. What is ready to be retained will be 
so, and it will happen of its own accord, not through any 
determined effort on your part. 

Similarly when you expound the Dhamma, you must not force 
yourself. It should happen on its own accord and should flow 
spontaneously from the present moment and circumstances. 
People have different levels of receptive ability, and when you're 
there at that same level, it just happens, the Dhamma flows.  
The Buddha had the ability to know people's temperaments and 
receptive abilities. He used this very same method of 
spontaneous teaching. It's not that he possessed any special 
superhuman power to teach, but rather that he was sensitive to 
the spiritual needs of the people who came to him, and so he 
taught them accordingly.   

~ Ajahn Chah 

Article taken from: www.abuddhistperspective.org               
Venerable Wuling’s blog  ~ February 3, 2008  

Neither too Kind Nor too Harsh  

September 9, 2007  

Master Kuang-ch’in said "Treat others neither overly kind nor too 
harsh."  

Yesterday I wrote of according with—not seeking—affinities. The 
master’s advice shows some ways we can do this. He’s talking 
about balance, about the middle way.  

If we are either too kind or too harsh, we push the extremes in 
our relationships with others.  

On the one hand, if we are too kind, although our kindness may 
well be sincere, we may stifle others and keep them from 
growing. If we are too kind while our kindness is not sincere, we 
are acting falsely and thus misleading others. When the 
individual learns of our insincerity, it is most likely that he or she 
will feel negatively toward us. 

On the other hand, if we are too harsh we run the serious risk of 
fostering an enmity. While firmness is necessary at times, we 
need to temper it with wisdom, not with anger or other negative 
emotions. Without wisdom, we can force the other person into a 
corner. He or she might come out fighting and we will have an 
enmity. Or the individual may simply give up and we will have 
stifled the other person and hindered their growth.  

So acting too kind or too harshly runs the risk of not helping the 
other person and fostering an enmity. No good karmic 
consequences. No helping others. No middle way.  

 Venerable Wuling  

http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2008/2/3/let-it-flow-into-your-heart.html
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2007/9/9/neither-too-kind-nor-too-harsh.html
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
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Seeking or According with Situations and People  

My Teacher, Ven. Master Chin Kung, often speaks about how 
we should sui yuan, not pan yuan. In other words, we should 
accord with yuan rather than seek yuan. Yuan is usually 
translated as either conditions or affinities. By according with 
and not seeking conditions or affinities, we do not force them.  

If the opportunity arises for us to do something or be with 
someone, we can take the opportunity to do so. But if it feels like 
we have to force something to happen then we are not 
according but seeking. 

The problem with seeking conditions and affinities is this forcing 
on our part. If we force something and it is not supposed to 
happen, we will be setting ourselves up for disappointment as 
we develop expectations that cannot be met. Expectations 
unfulfilled, we do not gain the happiness we seek.  

Finding the line between according and seeking can be tricky at 
first. With time and experience we will gradually learn to discover 
that line intuitively. When it feels like our emotions and desires 
are overcoming our being at ease with the situation, we may well 
have found our line, and just stepped over it. 

Seeking or According with Situations and People: 
A Follow-up  

(This entry is a follow-up to a comment on the September ninth entry. 
Richard's question is a good one and often comes up in discussions.) 
Venerable Wuling   ~  September 10, 2007  

Comment: Dear Venerable Wu Lin, Please could you comment how 
sui yuan [according with conditions] relates to practices such as goal 

setting and visualisation. It also seems to me that in Liao Fan's Four 
Lessons, Liao Fan makes a vow because he wants to attain specific 
goals. 

Response: Yes, at first Liaofan made wishes and with his 
diligent practice of goodness, he received what he wished for. 
But he did not wish for a longer life than his predicted fifty-three 
years or for a second son. Yet he lived to write his book at 
seventy-four and had another son. We can see that even when 
Liaofan did not seek what would make him happy, he still gained 
happiness as a result of his good deeds. 

We unawakened ones who are still working at letting go of old 
habits, like attachments, can still set goals. The trick is to accord 
as we're letting go and setting those goals.  

For example, before I started this blog, I had never thought of 
writing one. Then one day, I realized I would not be able to leave 
the apartment as much because of my mother's condition. This 
meant fewer opportunities to teach. On the spur of the moment, 
the idea of a blog came to me. I could talk about Buddhism 
without leaving the apartment!  

My ongoing goal, which led me to become a nun, has been to 
propagate Buddhism. The blog arose on its own—an idea that 
suddenly occurred to me. I needed to learn how to create a blog 
and will always be learning how to improve it so I have an 
additional goal of a better blog. But I’m not trying to force it to 
happen.  

As with so much of the practice, there are many gray areas 
between the black and the white. According with conditions 
takes much searching for the right balance between forcing what 
we wish for to happen and being a couch potato. 

http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2007/9/8/seeking-or-according-with-situations-and-people.html
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2007/9/10/seeking-or-according-with-situations-and-people-a-follow-up.html
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/2007/9/10/seeking-or-according-with-situations-and-people-a-follow-up.html
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
http://www.abuddhistperspective.org/abuddhistperspective/author/abuddhistperspective
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Personal Anecdotes 

G’day Everyone, 

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to share my spiritual 
path that led me to Pure Land Buddhism. 

I grew up in Surry Hills Sydney where I became interested in 
Christianity at the age of eight but lost interest at the age of 
fourteen but I have always in interest in things spiritual thought I 
never followed through and pursed any the options. 

In 1990 I relocated to Sunshine Coast with wife and daughter to 
a small town called Eudlo which was only 15 mins from 
Chenrezig Tibetan Buddhist centre. Unfortunately at that time, I 
was working and wasn’t interested in Buddhism, although I did 
attended an open day there and was amazed at its 
peacefulness. 

Some years later I was introduced to Vipassana, a ten day noble 
silence retreat at Pomona, and that was the start of my spiritual 
path. I enrolled in that retreat but unfortunately, was only able to 
attend the first three days and had to return home to support my 
wife who was ill. 

In 2004, I retired from the workforce and relocated with my wife 
to Gympie. Shortly after I started practicing yoga to improve my 
flexibility and my yoga instructor made me aware of a Mahayana 
Buddhist Centre at Glastonburry, which was only 15 mins drive 
from my home. I contacted the centre immediately and started 
attending their weekly teachings as well as their quarterly 
weekend retreats. I continued this programme for about 2 years, 
including home practice and reading many books.  

Later I felt that it wasn’t really working for me and so I took a 
break for about 12 months. I then return for a short period as the 
sangha members have become my good mates; but again even 
though I was still very interested in Buddhism something just 
wasn’t right for me. But I continued my practice at that Buddhist 
centre until I finally made contact with Amitabha Buddhist 
Retreat centre in Nanango, which is about 2 hours’ drive from 
Gympie. 

As I will be travelling to Vietnam early next year, I did some 
research on the internet to find out which Buddhism is the main 
one practiced in Vietnam so that I could visit some of their 
temples there. Mahayana Pure Land is their main practice and 
so I researched again to see if I could find someone in Australia 
who could assist me to locate a Pure Land Centre in Vietnam 
who may have someone who can speak English as language 
communication would be a problem. After several phone calls, I 
was so fortunate to make contact with Celine who manages the 
Amitabha Buddhist Retreat centre. Little did I know that this 
contact would change the way that I view Buddhism.  

Celine suggested that I attend their weekend retreat to become 
familiar with the Pure Land procedures which may be similar to 
the ones in Pure Land temples in Vietnam; and also that one of 
their sangha members attending the retreat is a Vietnamese and 
who might be of some help. My first meeting with Celine make 
me realise what it was that was lacking in my former centre. 

As soon as we met I instantly had such a good affinity with her 
and I just knew that she was the one who could guide and 
nurture me on my Buddhist journey. She is very experienced 
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and is so very giving of her time and energy. And she has told 
us that if she is unable to answer any of our questions, which 
has not been the case to date, she would contact the centre’s 
spiritual advisor, Venerable Wuling in America to seek guidance.  

Needless to say, I have just completed my second retreat with 
her as well as attending several Sunday meditation sessions. 
Not only do I value her wonderful ability to teach but I truly an 
enjoying the Pure Land Buddhism. 

Warm regards and Amituofo, 

Mark Stevens 

   

Readers’ Enquiries or Comments 

 
I've been a novice Buddhist inquirer for over ten years and 
during that time I've grown and developed on many levels.  
I now want to live a lay monastic lifestyle to cultivate my studies. 
I'm writing to you to see if this is something the center is able to 
cater for... Thank you, Sue F. 
 
Good morning. My name is Tammatha and I am applying to 
come for a retreat on 8th - 10th November 2013. I have attached 
my application form as well as my friends application form, her 
name is Tanya S. We both look forward to coming to the 
weekend retreat.  Many thanks and blessings: Tammatha A. 
 
Dear Amitabha, I have been attending Buddhism teaching here 
on the Gold Coast and have gratefully received so many gifts in 
lifelong learning. Today my friend at work had your most 

beautiful little book called "Heart of a Buddha" and I would like to 
know if I can purchase one for myself please. Thanks. Hazel P. 
 
Namaste Celine. Thanks for your reminder, I am very excited 
and cannot wait to enjoy this learning experience with you; will 
ring you on Friday with the arrival time. Love & light Tanya 
 
Hello, I will be in Queensland in December 2013 and would like 
to know if you which retreats and teachings you will have at that 
time that I could attend. Also, is there accommodation available? 
Many thanks and all the best, Miriam 
 
Amituofo Celine,  
  
Recently someone broke into my place. It was during my 
working time. My flat mate had left his window open when he 
went to a trip to overseas. Fortunately, he came back yesterday 
and he's the one who found out this incident. 
  
The fortunate thing was that nothing much was stolen, not even 
our TV's or laptops (we have 3 laptops) at home, etc. The only 
two things that had gone missing were my flat mate's coins 
valued at $30 and my silver bracelet. But that is alright as he or 
she must need it more than I do. 
  
I always have the "Amituofo" chanting machine on in my room 
and also in the living room and I guess the thief must have felt 
the power of this chanting which could have touch his heart that 
he didn't take too many items. And when the police came to take 
our statements, they advised my flat mate to lock his window in 
the future. 
  
We have been very fortunate. Miss you all in Nanango. 
Regards, Imelda 
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Messages and Announcements 

 
We are pleased to announce that the ABRC News press 
which was created January 2013 has now reached 1687 
viewing in the September blog stats. We truly appreciate and 
are grateful that the ABRC blog is running so smoothly, and 
continuing to have such beautiful photography that 
complement weekly saying on Peace which is taken from the 
booklet ‘Path to Peace’. We have our new web master Steve 
Ogden and his offsider to thank for, and they both are doing 
such a wonderful job and also very accommodating at 
whatever that is asked of them. Thank you, guys. 
 
It has been such a full on year of changes and happenings, 
and mainly more of challenges and blessings simultaneously 
since it has helped us all to be even more motivated and 
committed to our spiritual path. I feel that this year that we 
are stepping up, not only for Charles and I, but also our 
sangha members as well. So thank you all for the efforts.  
 
We recently had our last retreat for the year and I must admit 
how surprised I was at how well it was attended and at the 
outcome of the retreat. Not only did we have our core sangha 
members all together at the same time, but we also had few 
newcomers. I believe that everyone, the old members and 
the new ones all felt some impact from this surprisingly and 
uplifting retreat. Our newcomers came as far as Emerald and 
Vbobo (which is about 9 hours of travel by car) and from 
Gympie and we have a new comer who had just recently 
relocated from Sydney to Nanango.  
 
Thank you all those who participated in this retreat and 
making it such a special retreat of 100 % commitment and 
enthusiasm. Without your awareness and supporting each 

other and in observing the noble silence, our 26 hours of 
active practice would not have been that wonderful and 
spiritual. . Hmm… Maybe, if I had been more aware and 
truly mindful in my early years, things might have turned out 
entirely different for our centre to have a better outcome?!.  
 
Still I am grateful for the opportunity to be able to continue 
with the centre, and I thank all our retreat participants in the 
past two years for giving me the opportunity and motivation 
to learn to become better centre coordinator. And thank you 
for the sharing and the good affinity that we seem to have.  
 
The recent typhoon that hit Philippines (typhoon Haiyan) had 
affected many millions and according to the latest figures by the 
Philippines’ main disaster agency in the Associate Press that 
was published November 16, 2013 that 3,633 people died and 
12,487 were injured.  

A reminder to all Pure Land Practitioners and our associate 
sangha members: please remember to dedicate the special 
merit dedication after meditation to all those lives lost and 
especially those affected by this recent typhoon. Our sincere 
thoughts go all those who suffered great losses and also to our 
core sangha member May Lucas as all her family members are 
from the island of Tacloban city, Leyte, Philippines which was 
the island most hit. To this day, she has no news of them or their 
whereabouts and outcome. 

Next Retreat: 17th to 19th  January  2014                                                                                                                            

We wish everyone a happy and safe holiday this festive season. 
Love and light, jusme.                                                             
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From Left to Right: Tammy, May, Patricia, Celine, Tanya, Liege, 
and Mark (photo taken Sunday morning: 10th Nov 2013 before 
the start of Sunday retreat and Vanida has not yet arrived). 
 
ABRC Nov retreat: attended by 8 people and including the local 
sangha and four newcomers (from Emerald, Vbobo & Gympie). 
And below are newcomers’ comments to their 1st & 2nd retreat: 
  
"I arrived at the Amitabha Buddhist Retreat Centre on 8th 
November 2013 with my soul sister Tammy, not really knowing 
what to expect; but from the minute of arrival to the minute of 
departure, it was amazingly friendly and comfortable. The whole 
weekend was a great experience. Amituofo Celine".            
Tanya Smalley. 

"Opening my heart to Pure Land Practice has been insightful 
and rewarding. Abundance of gratitude and love. Amituofo". 
Tammy Abell. 
  
"Dear Celine, I would like to thank you very much for giving me 
the opportunity to experience the few days of magical moments 
of inner peace and calm. I was overwhelmed with so many 
different feelings and felt the beautiful white light that seemed 
to surround my soul. It is as if I was floating up into the blue sky 
with those spiritual energies of light; and it made me want to 
know more of my true essence and to be on my spiritual path. 
Celine, you're a beautiful soul, Amitabha." Liege Conway. 
  
Amituofo Celine, I just wanted to pass on to you some feedback 
about my second retreat at the centre and must say that the 
experience of the weekend truly exceeded my expectations. As 
you know I thoroughly enjoyed the first retreat and could not 
perceive how this one could be any better. However it certainly 
was: a wonderfully uplifting experience from the start to the very 
end. As always you were able to answer any question that was 
put to you, and in such a way that was very easy to understand, 
and that with Venerable’s DVD Dharma Talks and Teachings 
had made it a very uplifting and educational weekend. Many 
thanks for another wonderful experience. Warm regards, Mark 
 

"Hi Celine: regarding to my first Pure Land retreat, that is 
amazing environment, warmth, family like, and peaceful.  That 
was my best meditation I've ever done.  Looking forward for 
more (I have terrible greed to go to PURE LAND).  Celine, you 
are amazing, you made me feel so comfortable and easy at the 
retreat. Looking forward to join more retreat in the future".  

Amituofo, Vanida  
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    Winds of Change 

Parable 130 – Spiritual Powers. 
 
Miracles are possible in Buddhism, even though the Buddha 
discourage all display of miraculous or parapsychological 
powers as offering proof of spiritual attainment… 

 

A story that is told of his response to a noted ascetic whose 
path he crossed on one of his journeys nicely illustrates his 
down-to-earth reaction to any extremes of yogic behaviour. 

 

Encountering as ascetic… at a river crossing, he entered into 
conversation as he often did when traveling, and was told 
that the ascetic had achieved much mastery over his 
physical body that he could now cross the river walking on 
the water. 

 

The Buddha’s comment was to the effect that such a feat, 
though remarkable, seemed a rather useless expenditure of 
physical and psychological energy, since there was a good 
ferry crossing the river at regular intervals charging less than 
a penny for the ride”. 
 
‘Thus have I Heard’ – Buddhist Parables and Stories  
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Web Links: wwabrc.org.au  
www.abuddhistpersective.org  
www.abrc.org.au 
http://abrc-newspress.org 
www.abuddhistperspective.org 
www.howwillibehavetoday.org  
http://www.purelandcollege.org.au 
 
 
http://facebook.com/Claireceline 
www.facebook.com/venerablewuling   
 
 
 

Disclaimer: All articles in the ABRC newsletter are selected and compiled by 
our editorial staff with utmost care. The ABRC takes no responsibility for 
errors, comments or opinions sent in by contributors. Opinions or comments 
expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views of the ABRC. 
Thank you.   
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